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This edition brought to you by SDGs 7: Affordable and clean energy, and 13: Climate action 

 
U.S. clean-energy jobs surpass oil drilling 

Last year, the number of U.S. jobs in solar energy 
overtook those in oil and natural gas extraction 
for the first time, helping drive a global surge in 
employment in clean energy as fossil-fuel 
companies faltered. 
About 8.1 million people worldwide had jobs in 
the clean energy sector in 2015, up from 7.7 
million in 2014, according to the International 
Renewable Energy Agency industry group based in 
Abu Dhabi. 
There’s more to the story in Bloomberg, May 25, 
2016. 

Greens in pinstriped suits 
Shareholders put Big Oil on the spot 

Oil company boards can’t ID environmentalist 
adversaries so easily nowadays because they’re 
not necessarily sporting beards and hemp shirts. 
Now they’re quite likely to be wearing monastic 
habits or pinstriped suits. And they’re raising their 
concerns (and their voices) at the current crop of 
annual general meetings. 
Fascinating details on who’s doing what, in The 
Economist of May 21, 2016. 
 
During Bike to Work Week, a bike to work story 

As London fractionally reduces space for cars, and 
fractionally increases space for cyclists and 
pedestrians, some influential figures have quite 
seriously compared it to World War Two.  
Lord Lawson, the former chancellor of the 
exchequer, says that the building of segregated 
cycle superhighways is “doing more damage to 
London than almost anything since the Blitz.” Nick 
Ferrari, the radio presenter, says that “this 
damned superhighway…is doing more damage to 
London than the Luftwaffe.” The London Blitz 
killed 25,000 people. 
There’s more in The Guardian of March 17, 2016. 

Investment & data 
Investors see a strong link between corporate 
sustainability performance and financial performance, 
so they’re using sustainability-related data as a 
rationale for investment decisions like never before. 
The report Investing For a Sustainable Future: 
Investors Care More About Sustainability 
than Many Executives Believe, is in MIT Sloan 
Management Review. 
 

Climate change threatens World Heritage sites 
Venice, Stonehenge, Easter Island, Old Town 
Lunenberg, and the Galapagos Islands are among 
important sites that might be destroyed by extreme 
weather, rising sea levels or other climate-related 
dangers, according to the United Nations Environment 
Program, UNESCO, and the Union of Concerned 
Scientists. 
The story was on CBC on May 26, 2016. 
 

A Challenge to Donald Trump’s Energy Claims: 
Economic Reality 

Donald Trump, the presumptive Republican nominee 
in the US presidential election, has pledged to 
aggressively expand American oil and gas production, 
framing that push as a salvation for the nation’s 
economic and fiscal health. However, even as he was 
speaking in Bismarck, N.D., this week, oil and gas 
workers were being laid off in the booming Bakken oil 
fields not far away, victims of their own success and 
the global energy glut they have helped produce. The 
whole analysis is in the New York Times on May 27, 
2016. 
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